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100% WATERPROOF + ENERGY SAVINGS + STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY + STOPS CORROSION + PROLONG ROOF LIFE

BondIt™ is the perfect bonding product for use on your bituminous sys-
tem. The unique chemistry of BondIt™ strongly adheres Topps Seal® to 
the bitumen while simultaneously providing a layer of protection against 
color bleed-through. Apply as a single coat to all well-adhered bitumen, 
before fixing any problems or applying any coatings.

◦Instantly blocks color bleed-through from underlying bitumen
◦Assures maximum color development and reflectivity of the top coating
◦Enhances Topps Seal® adhesion to BUR, ModBit and other bituminous 
surfaces

SYSTEM 1100 - PREPARATION

This complete, seamless protective all rubber finish damp-proofs, provides an ENERGY STAR™; 
bright white reflective surface for your concrete roof that instantly cools and can reduce peak energy 
cooling demand by up to 15%, simultaneously blocking 100% of the damaging UV from reaching 
your original roof. This solution is best when minimal work is required and the performance relies on 
the integrity of the existing roof. 

MultiUse Cleaner™ economical, alkaline-based cleaner is incredibly 
versatile. As perfect for heavy duty jobs as it is for use in regular clean-
ing, a simple change of concentration turns the formula into a cleaning 
powerhouse that can be adapted for most any project. 
Topps MultiUse Cleaner Concentrate has been proven effective in a va-
riety of commercial and industrial applications. It will cut through grime 
across a variety of conditions. 

The carefully designed formula combines 10 ingredients - twice that of 
most ordinary cleaners. Three uniquely different surfactants and an ac-
tive wetting agent carry the cleaner deep between dirt particles, where 
it rapidly begins to dissolve the grease, oil, and other airborne pollut-
ants which bind grime to surfaces. The dirt then releases as particles 
suspended in water, where it simultaneously is removed while washing, 
without requiring a rinse in most applications. 

ClearSeal™ This penetrating, clear, thin primer is used to prepare po-
rous, non-painted masonry and concrete for sealing with Topps Seal® 
and other coatings. ClearSeal™ absorbs and bonds light surface oxida-
tion and forms an initial seal beneath the surface. Prepares oxidized or 
chalked surfaces so they may be coated over with excellent adhesion by 
a sealant like Topps Seal. ClearSeal™ applies at approximately 0.4 - 0.6 
liter per square meter. The coverage will depend on usage.

◦Primes uncoated masonry/concrete
◦Absorbs and binds slight chalkiness
◦Temporary water repellency


